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Suspected Bowed GRP Door Leaf 

What is a bowed door?
Two types of bowing can be experienced (1) Thermal Bow and (2) Natural bow. 

A bowed door would appear to be curved (bowed) when looking at either the face or edge of the door. 
Bowing of the door can occur naturally during changes in temperature or within prolonged periods of 
warm weather, this occurs in all materials that are subjected to heat. A door panel that is experiencing 
this will revert back to its natural state/plane. 

To help reduce the effect of the thermal movement, when the door is closed ensure that the lock is 
thrown and the locking points are engaged. 

How to measure a suspected bowed door?
Firstly you must ensure that the door frame is fitted plumb and square. 

Take measurements by placing a 2 metre straight edge against the concave side of the door and note 
the gap at the central point of the straight edge and the door face 

To illustrate the above method the curve below has been exaggerated. 

Checklist:
1. Check frame is plumb and square. Frame may need to be adjusted if not plumb and square
2. Close door and ensure the door locks smoothly within the frame keeps. Some adjustments

of keeps may be needed to ensure that the door is pulled in to seal against the frame.
3. Open the door and position the straight edge as indicated above on concave side.
4. Measure the gap between the door and the straight edge at the central point, make sure the

straight edge is in contact with the door face at the top and bottom.
5. Position the tape measure at the widest gap and take a photo if possible.

If you are concerned about the door, please follow the above instructions and forward your findings 
via email to: after-sales@igdoors.co.uk where your query will be investigated further. 

Note:  
As long as the door is closing into the frame and the lock operates smoothly then the door will be 
deemed as acceptable. 
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IG DOORS LTD  Lon Gellideg   
Oakdale Business Park  Blackwood  NP12 4AE
t: 01495 368 200  e: orders@igdoors.co.uk

* If delivery date not stated, soonest possible delivery date allocated.
** All handings are viewed from outside the building.
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